Luminescence spectroscopy of matrix-isolated atomic manganese: Site size and orbital occupancy dependence of crystal field splitting J. Chem. Phys. 132, 164512 (2010) The low-lying electronic states of Yb isolated in a solid Ar matrix grown at 4.2 K are characterized through absorption and emission spectroscopy. Yb atoms are found to occupy three distinct thermally stable trapping sites labeled "red," "blue," and "violet" according to the relative positions of the absorption features they produce. Classical simulations of the site structure and relative stability broadly reproduced the experimentally observed matrix-induced frequency shifts and thus identified the red, blue, and violet sites as due to respective single substitutional (), tetravacancy (), and hexavacancy () occupation. Prolonged excitation of the 1 S → 1 P transition was found to transfer the Yb population from  sites into  and  sites. The process showed reversibility in that annealing to 24 K predominantly transferred the  population back into  sites. Population kinetics were used to deduce the effective rate parameters for the site transformation processes. Experimental observations indicate that the blue and violet sites lie close in energy, whereas the red one is much less stable. Classical simulations identify the blue site as the most stable one. C 2015 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx
I. INTRODUCTION
Experimental and theoretical work on the multiple trapping sites occupied by metal (M) atoms isolated in rare gas (RG) matrices have largely focused on alkalis such as Li, 1 K, 2 and Rb. 3 These species are attractive to the experimentalist because they possess strong S → P transitions amenable to excitation in the UV-visible range. Spectroscopy of their M/RG systems has revealed that each allowed transition can produce at least two absorption peaks, typically a lower frequency one corresponding to occupation in a "red" trapping site and a higher frequency one corresponding to occupation in a "blue" trapping site. In the cases for which accurate M · RG interaction potentials are available, core polarization pseudopotentials 4 or molecular dynamics 5 calculations have been used to identify these trapping sites as one-, four-, or six-atom vacancies in the RG crystal.
In comparison, studies of multiple site occupation by nonalkali atoms have been limited. To date, the only other species found to occupy pairs of thermally stable sites are Mn 6, 7 and Eu 8, 9 in solid Ar and Kr. Earlier work on another lanthanide in isolation, Yb, mentions that "absorption bands may be broadened and/or further split due to inhomogeneity of matrix sites." 10 However, it does not positively identify the number and symmetries of these sites. This is likely because the deposition of Yb was performed using laser ablation at high temperature (20 K) to encourage dimer formation. The contribution of higher aggregates to the linewidth of the absorption a) Electronic mail: lambo@mail.ustc.edu.cn b) Electronic mail: a.buchachenko@skoltech.ru bands would have obscured the signals of the Yb atom in multiple trapping sites.
The present work re-examines the trapping sites of Yb isolated in thin Ar films by thermal deposition using standard absorption and emission spectroscopy. The combined picture offered by these two spectra indicates the existence of three distinct stable trapping sites designated as "violet," "blue," and "red." To provide interpretation for these results, we also carried out classical simulations of the trapping sites based on the ab initio Yb · Ar interaction potentials. Simulated structures and associated 1 S → 1 P transition frequencies allowed us to assign tentatively the violet, blue, and red sites to Yb atoms trapped in hexavacancy (), tetravacancy (), and singlesubstitution () sites, respectively.
We also find evidence that these sites can be transformed from one kind into another by annealing and irradiation. To our knowledge, the only systems for which both heat-and lightinduced atomic migration have been previously demonstrated are K/Ar 11 and Ag/Xe. 12 In both cases, excitation of the principal transition stimulates the migration of the M atom from occupation in a thermally stable trapping site to occupation in a metastable trapping site. The latter site manifests itself as a distinct, redshifted band whose formation obeys simple first order kinetics. This process was found to be reversible, so that annealing nearly completely restored the atomic population to its original trapping site with small losses due to dimerization.
By contrast, our present observations evidence population transfers between the stable trapping sites. We found that prolonged excitation of the Yb/Ar singlet transition efficiently transfers the atomic population from violet to blue and red sites at low temperature. The process showed good reversibility on annealing with the violet sites being repopulated out of the blue ones. The relative stability of the distinct sites, blue ≈ violet ≫ red, inferred from these observations, agrees well with the results of the classical simulations that predict a  >  ≫  stability order.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II, experimental methods and results are presented, while Section III gives a brief account of the simulations. Experimental and theoretical findings are discussed together in Section IV with conclusions presented in Section V.
II. EXPERIMENT

A. Setup
The principal components of the experimental setup were the same as those used by our group in earlier experiments. 13 A 1 in. diameter BaF 2 window was chosen as the substrate on which to grow the matrix and thermally anchored to the coldhead of a closed-cycle helium refrigerator (Janis SHI-4-5) in a sample chamber evacuated to a pressure of 10 −5 Pa. The substrate was thus maintained at a base temperature of 4.2 K during crystal growth. The matrix itself was prepared by codepositing a small Ar flux together with a Yb atomic beam produced by a Knudsen effusion oven. The oven temperature was set to 395
• C and a gas flux of 0.45 SCCM was maintained by a mass flow controller (MKS 1479 A). Samples prepared for absorption spectroscopy were grown over 10-15 min, while those prepared for the emission spectroscopy were grown over approximately 2 h.
A Thorlabs CCS 2000 spectrometer capable of a resolution of 0.5 nm was used to record the results of UV-visible excitation. Continuous white-light absorption spectra were obtained using emission from a Xe lamp passing directly through the matrix. Emission spectra were measured perpendicular to the matrix following excitation by a dye laser (Sirah PRSC-LG-24) pumped by the third harmonic (355 nm) of a Nd:YAG laser (Spectra Physics . The Nd:YAG pump produced a pulse with a FWHM of 8 ns at a rate of 10 Hz, and laser radiation of approximately 400-600 µJ/pulse was obtained in the frequency range associated with a mixed dye of Exalite 389 and 398 (388-403 nm). A high power light emitting diode (LED) with a broad linewidth (∼5 nm) centered at 390 nm was used as a second optical pump.
The temperature of the system was monitored using a silicon diode sensor (DT-470) mounted on the baseplate holding the substrate and read off a temperature controller (Lake Shore 331S). A resistive heater mounted on the coldhead and controlled by a PID loop allowed us to stabilize the temperature of the BaF 2 window to within 0.2 K between 4.2 K and 40 K during annealing cycles.
B. Absorption spectra
The diagram of the relevant low-lying energy levels and transitions between them for the Yb atom in the gas-phase 14 is presented in Figure 1 .
The UV-visible absorption spectra of the Yb/Ar sample are shown in Figure 2. (The absorbance, A, is calculated as A = log 10 (I 0 /I), where the intensity of the probe beam at each FIG. 1. Diagram of the relevant low-lying electronic energy levels of the Yb atom in a gas phase. 14 The transitions with the strongest absorption oscillator strength are indicated by blue upward arrows. The transitions relevant to the Yb/RG emission spectra are indicated by the red downward arrows.
frequency with and without the sample is given by I and I 0 , respectively.) Two large spectral features can be readily seen: one in the 336-354 nm range and another in the 381-411 nm range. The atomic transitions nearest in frequency to these features are, respectively, the 6s 2 1 S 0 → 4f 13 5d6s 2 and 6s 2 1 S 0 → 6s6p 1 P 1 transitions. These absorption bands show certain finer structures that are explained as due to the presence of Yb atoms in different Ar trapping sites. In the unannealed sample, the features at 390 nm and 394 nm are assigned to the 6s 2 1 S 0 → 6s6p 1 P 1 transition of the Yb atom under respective "violet" and "blue" site occupation. A shoulder at lower frequency, beginning at 401 nm and extending to 411 nm, also indicates the presence of a small Yb population in a third "red" trapping site. Similarly, 2 transition of the Yb atom occupying, respectively, a violet and a blue site. However, in part because of the weaker dipole oscillator strength of the latter transition, no structure corresponding to the red shoulder of the singlet transition is easily identifiable at higher frequency.
The spectrum in the bottom panel of Fig. 2 shows the results of annealing to 24 K for 15 min. The features assigned to the blue and violet sites survive, while that assigned to the red site becomes more clearly visible with its peak shifted to 403 nm. The fact that all three features withstand annealing attests to the stability of the corresponding sites. One should also note a small change in the relative amplitudes of the remaining features with the violet peak becoming more pronounced at the expense of the blue peak.
The observed absorption spectral features are characterized in Table I . We note that the absorption spectrum of the Yb/Ar system is different from that of the Yb/Ne one, in which the same 6s 2 1 S 0 → 4f 13 5d6s 2 and 6s 2 1 S 0 → 6s6p 1 P 1 transitions each produced single, structureless absorption bands. Furthermore, annealing had no effect on the lineshapes of the bands in solid Ne, whereas in solid Ar it produced a clearer discrimination of the three-fold structure.
C. 6s 2 1 S 0 → 6s6p 1 P 1 emission spectra Emission spectra were first recorded from Yb/Ar samples using the pulsed dye laser to excite the 6s 2 1 S 0 → 6s6p 1 P 1 transition. The spectra obtained with the laser at 391 nm are shown in Figure 3 . Almost all of the emission is concentrated in the spectral region of the 6s6p 3 P 1 state and consists of two strong bands centered at 544 and 569 nm and a weak feature at 600 nm, as characterized in Table II . This three-fold structure resembles that observed in the spectra of the Yb/Ne system, whose emission is less blue-shifted, but still dominated by the singlet component of the 6s6p 3 P J manifold. 13 However, the origins of such structures turn out to be different for the two systems. Figure 3 reveals a pronounced variation in the relative emission intensities of the three features upon annealing and matrix irradiation not seen in the Yb/Ne system. 13 For this reason, the structure of Yb/Ne emission spectra was assigned to transitions from distinct electronic states. Indeed, lifetime measurements allowed us to assign three Yb/Ne emission features to the 6p
S 0 , and 6s6p 3 P 0 → 6s 2 1 S 0 transitions, in order of increasing wavelength. 13 The lifetimes of the Yb( 3 P 1 ) state in RG matrices have been recently measured by the Argonne group. 15 It was found that the Yb/Ar emission, averaged with the intensity profile over the 543-600 nm range, decays exponentially at a rate of 1.8 × 10 6 s −1 , close to the gas-phase value of 1.16 × 10 6 s −1 .
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Moreover, attempts have been made to identify the emission from the metastable Yb 3 P 0 or 3 P 2 states. 17 A long-lived emission feature with a lifetime on the order of 7 s was identified at 566 nm with an intensity ten times smaller than that of the dominant 544 nm emission peak. This feature is completely masked by the 569 nm peak at steady TABLE II. Principal features of the emission spectrum for the annealed Yb/Ar system resulting from 6s 2 1 S 0 → 6s6p 1 P 1 excitation. The symbols here are the same as those used in Table I . Here, L and D refer to the results of excitation using the 391 nm laser and the 390 nm LED, respectively, while ∆ refers to the transition linewidth (FWHM). The uncertainty is assumed to be ±40 cm −1 on all values.
Yb/Ar red site state excitation conditions and can only be distinguished after shutting down the excitation source. These observations preclude the assignment of any of the three Yb/Ar emission features to a transition other than the 6s6p 3 P 1 → 6s 2 1 S 0 one and support their attribution to distinct trapping sites.
Another difference between the two matrices is that the minor 1 P 1 and 3 D 1,2 emissions observed in the Yb/Ne one at wavelengths below 410 nm 13 were not detected in that of Yb/Ar. It is reasonable to assume that stronger perturbation by the heavier host makes intersystem crossing more efficient to fully quench the singlet emission and, perhaps, the emission from the 3 D J manifold. The results presented in Figure 3 show the remarkable effect of annealing on the emission spectra. The dashed line in the upper panel shows that the Yb population in the unannealed sample is largely concentrated in the blue sites (569 nm). Annealing to 24 K for 15 min (without irradiation) redistributes the population towards the violet (544 nm) and, to some extent, the red (600 nm) sites. The solid line in the bottom panel shows that exposure to radiation (∼3 min) reverses this behavior, predominantly transferring the violet population into the blue one. Re-annealing the sample at 24 K (without irradiation) again encourages the redistribution of the blue population restoring initial violet and red site occupations.
It was observed that both heat and light effects are reversible and could be repeated numerous times. The natural factors limiting the cycling are the evaporation of the matrix and some losses due to Yb n cluster formation. Thus, successive cycles of annealing and irradiation uniformly decrease the absolute amplitudes of the three peaks, but preserve their relative intensities.
These findings can be interpreted as the transformation of the Yb/Ar trapping sites due to Yb atom migration and/or local restructuring of the matrix environment. To study site transformations more carefully, we used continuous radiation from a high-power LED. We first checked that the emission spectra obtained with a 390 nm LED were very similar to those recorded with a 391 nm laser (Fig. 3) , as compared in Table II . Likewise, the variations of the spectra under annealing and irradiation were found to be the same for the two excitation sources.
We analyzed the evolution of the emission spectra in the course of heating an unannealed sample using the 390 nm LED. Figure 4 shows the variation of the amplitudes of the violet (544 nm), blue (568 nm), and red (600 nm) peaks in time. The resistive heater effectively increased the temperature of the sample in stages from 4.5 K to 8 K, 16 K to 21 K. At the onset of each stage, there is a decrease in the amplitude of the blue site population until it reaches a new equilibrium with the flux of atoms from violet and red sites. A low light level (∼0.2 mW/cm 2 ) was used to minimize light-induced activity. Nonetheless, because of the backflow into blue sites, the heat-induced transfer process is noticeably less efficient in the presence of light.
III. CLASSICAL SIMULATIONS
To interpret the experimental findings, we used the original classical model that describes the accommodation of Yb atoms in an inert matrix. Detailed presentation of the model, which is still under development and testing, is reserved for forthcoming publications. Only the basic features are presented here to justify its results.
A. The model
The model assumes a pairwise potential approximation. Its starting point is an infinite ideal Ar fcc lattice with the lattice parameter a, in which we define two concentric spheres with the radii R A and R B , R A < R B . The former sphere encloses N A Ar atoms and forms subsystem A. The latter sphere defines subsystem B, which contains N B Ar atoms with the distances from the origin lying between R A and R B . They are always kept fixed at the ideal lattice sites to maintain a potential field reflecting the long-range order of the crystal. All the subsequent manipulations are made within the subsystem A, while the target quantity is the composite energy
where E A and E B are the potential energies of interaction of atoms belonging to subsystems A and B, respectively, and E AB accounts for interactions of atoms belonging to distinct subsystems. Minimization of E c in the coordinate space of subsystem A defines the stable structure(s). Note that E B term is always constant and can be omitted. First, the Yb atom is placed at the origin and composite energy is minimized with respect to coordinates of all Ar atoms within the sphere A to give the most stable configuration with the energy E c (0). Then, n Ar atoms from the Yb neighborhood are removed and the most stable configuration with energy E c (n) is found. The energies E c (n) characterize the system with different numbers of atoms, N A + N B − n. To relate them to the common origin, we consider the formation of the atomic vacancy in subsystem A as a virtual process in which an atom is moved out of the system encircled by sphere B to the rest of the infinite lattice. In its final state, an atom does not influence E c , whereas its initial contribution to E c was E at (atomization energy per atom taken with a negative sign and equal to half of the interaction energy of an atom with all others). Assuming that this correction is additive in n, the dependence of the corrected energies on the number of removed atoms n is given simply by E(n) = E c (n) − nE at and features the relative stability of the site structure in a similar way to the convex hull concept in the phase diagrams of multicomponent systems. 18 Special care was taken to guarantee that at each n the lowest-energy structure is found. In addition to brute-force Monte-Carlo sampling, we used simulated annealing 19 and a kind of genealogical sampling, in which the starting configurations for nth step are generated by removing atoms from stable configurations found in the (n − 1)th step. All three approaches gave the same result at least up to n = 12.
To link the predicted structures with absorption spectrum features, we estimated vertical energies of the Yb( 1 S) → Yb( 1 P) transition using the diatomics-in-molecule (DIM) prescription, see, e.g., Ref. 5.
B. Pairwise potentials
The ground-state potential energy was approximated as the sum of pairwise potential functions for Yb( 1 S) · Ar 1 Σ + and Ar · Ar interactions.
For the former, we used ab initio results obtained as described in Ref. 13 for Yb · Ne. In brief, the Yb atom was described with the ECP28MDF effective core potential and the supplementary basis set 20 further expanded by adding the set of spdfg primitives continuing the smallest exponents in each symmetry type as an even-tempered sequence. For Ar, augmented correlation consistent polarized quadruplezeta basis set aug-cc-pVQZ 21 was employed. To further saturate dispersion interaction, the 3s3p2d2f1g set of bond functions 22 was added in the middle of the internuclear distance. The potentials were obtained by the single-reference coupled cluster calculations implemented here with singles, doubles, and non-iterative correction to triples, CCSD(T), 23 ) shells kept in core and counterpoise correction 25 included. Three excited scalar-relativistic DIM potential energy surfaces are expressed as the angle-dependent combinations of Yb( 1 P) · Ar 2 1 Σ + and 1 1 Π interaction potentials with the sum of Ar · Ar interactions added, in full analogy with the Na( 2 P) · Ar case. 5 Excited-state potentials were calculated using the multireference configuration interaction (MRCI) technique. 26 For Yb, the ECP28MWB effective core potential 27 was implemented in combination with the segmented basis 28 augmented by the s2pdfg diffuse primitive set. 29 The Ar atom was treated as described above. The active space consisted of orbitals correlating to the Yb(6s,6p,6d) and Ar(3p) shells, while the Yb(4f 14 ) shell was correlated as fully occupied. Computed excitation energies were added to the groundstate CCSD(T) potentials and adjusted, asymptotically, to the measured 1 P term value. 14 All calculations were performed using the MOLPRO program package. 30 Ab initio points were fit to the exponential-spline-van der Waals form. The same form was used, for consistency, for the Ar · Ar potential borrowed from Aziz and co-workers.
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C. Site structure, stability, and assignment Figure 5 shows the interaction potentials used in the simulations plotted with respect to the common zero of energy at the dissociation limit. 34 , such accuracy is close to the limit of the classical pairwise approximation: contributions of threeand four-body interactions, as well as the effect of the zeropoint energy, amount to 2% and 18% of a and E at , respectively, and bring these quantities into excellent agreement with experiment. In all subsequent calculations, the optimized parameters are used. Preliminary tests indicated that the simulations converge at R A = 3a and R B = 8a (N A ≈ 400, N B ≈ 7500 Ar atoms). Figure 6 shows our results for E(n), energy of the most stable structure found for Yb trapped in the system with n atoms removed. It identifies three features, a "global" minimum at n = 4, a "local" minimum at n = 6, and a "shoulder" at n = 1. We interpret them as the distinct trapping sites in the sense of convex hull analysis, as the points of the "phase diagram" Yb · (N A − n)Ar that lie below the line connecting Yb · (N A − n − 1)Ar and Yb · (N A − n + 1)Ar points.
All three structures are perfectly symmetric and correspond to the Yb atom accommodated in the tetrahedral (n = 4) or octahedral (n = 6) fcc vacancies or placed instead of one lattice atom (n = 1), i.e., to , , and  trapping sites. Schematic structures of these sites are presented in Figure 6 . Table III between the Yb (or equivalent Ar atom) and the Ar atoms forming the first three coordination shells i = 1, 2, 3. The effective volume occupied by Yb grows along the , , and  sequence, but the minimum Yb-Ar distance is always significantly shorter (by 20%, 12%, and 10%, respectively) than the equilibrium distance in the Yb · Ar dimer. The mismatch in the Yb · Ar and Ar · Ar interaction range leads to remarkable swelling of the nearest coordination shell, in part compensated by slight contraction of the next shell, with respect to an ideal Ar lattice. The relative stability of the trapping sites can be inferred from the E(n) dependence in Fig. 6 :  site is the most stable, whereas  and  sites lie ca. 400 and 1500 cm −1 higher, respectively.
Due to high symmetry, each of the three structures gives the single vertical transition to the states associated with 1 S → 1 P excitation of the trapped Yb. Their shifts from the gasphase frequency are estimated as −473, 612, and 697 cm −1 for , , and  sites, respectively. These values are in qualitative agreement with the shifts of observed transitions (see Table I ) and allow us to tentatively identify observed absorption bands with the trapping sites of specific symmetries, namely, violet with , blue with , and red with .
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Matrix trapping sites
The work of Jeong and Klabunde 35 has shown the matrixinduced frequency shifts to depend on the strength of M·RG van der Waals interactions which increase in the heavier, more polarizable RG hosts. Subsequent work by Laursen and Cartland 36 demonstrated that the relationship between the matrix shift (δ) seen in the S → P transitions is approximately linear with the polarizability of the matrix host. Figure 7 shows the plots of the matrix shift against the polarizability of RG atom for the singlet transition of Yb in isolation. The trend observed for the blue sites in the RGs indicates that they have the same structure. Previously published data for Ne 13 have been plotted to show that the dominant trapping site also follows the same trend. These results compare reasonably well to those obtained using laser ablation to deposit the Yb atoms, 10 which suggests that this technique promotes isolation primarily in the same blue sites. Meanwhile, the red and violet sites in the Ar matrix are far off the blue site trend line, reflecting the fact that they have different symmetries. FIG. 7 . Plot of the frequency shift (δ cm −1 ) of the 6s 2 1 S 0 → 6s6p 1 P 1 transition against polarizability for each matrix host. The data obtained by thermal deposition of Yb atoms by our group are compared to that obtained by ablation deposition techniques in previously published works. 10 The matrix-isolated Eu atom, which differs from the Yb atom in its 4f shell occupation (7 unpaired electrons vs. 14 paired ones), has been thoroughly investigated by Byrne and McCaffrey 8, 9, 37 and offers an interesting point of comparison. In solid Ar, Eu was found to occupy two stable trapping sites, "red" and "blue," with mean frequency shifts of 760 and 1350 cm −1 , respectively, in the 6s 2 8 S → 6s6p y 8 P transition. These shifts are significantly larger than those observed here for the same 6s 2 → 6s6p electron promotion in the Yb/Ar blue and violet sites (Table I) . Considering the volume of the vacancies in the ideal Ar lattice and exploring an analogy to the Na/Ar system, the authors of Ref. 8 attributed the more stable Eu red site to a  structure and the less stable blue one to a  structure. If Eu/Ar red and blue sites are linked to Yb/Ar blue and violet sites, respectively, as frequency shift and stability suggest, then this attribution is the opposite of the one argued for Yb/Ar here within a more sophisticated classical model.
For completeness, the observation of two trapping sites of atomic Ho isolated in Ar 38 is worth mentioning, although due to the complexity of the spectra the symmetries of these sites were not investigated. In general, the photophysical properties of the lanthanide atoms in inert matrices should be sensitive to their inner shell structure and may reveal previously unattained effects of the 4f, 5d population on weak interatomic interactions.
B. Model of migration
Site transformation kinetics are usually deduced from the variation of the absorption band intensity upon annealing. In the case of emission spectra, where an excitation source is present, more elaborate analysis is needed to account for population transfers induced by both heat and radiation. To this end, following Schrimpf et al., 11 we demonstrate that a first-order rate equation approach is adequate to quantify the site transformation processes. The numbers of Yb atoms in the violet, blue, and red sites at time t are denoted by n v (t), n b (t), and n r (t), respectively. The rates at which heat-and lightinduced processes convert violet site into blue and red ones are denoted by α b and α r , respectively. The rates at which these same processes convert blue site into violet and red are denoted by β v and β r , respectively. Meanwhile, the rates of backflow from red site to violet and blue sites are denoted by γ v and γ b , respectively. The master system of equations describing the above processes iṡ
In order to use Eq. (2), one needs to obtain the population of each type of site. In the case of strong coupling to matrix phonons, the 6s6p 3 P 1 emission peaks should approach Gaussian distributions. 39 This coupling has effectively been demonstrated for Yb through the measurements of the 3 P 1 and 3 P 0 lifetimes in the RGs. 15 We therefore take the populations n v , n b , and n r as proportional to the amplitudes of the 6s6p 3 P 1 violet, blue, and red emission peaks, respectively, further assuming that the overlap between each Gaussian peak is small. The general solutions for n v , n b , and n r have double exponential forms, which can be considerably simplified when we recall that the red site population is small. We thus take γ v n r and γ b n r terms as negligible and concisely express the solutions to the master equation using the hyperbolic functions, C(x) = cosh x and S(x) = sinh x,
where l = α r + α b + β r + β v and m 2 = l 2 − 4(α r β v + α r β r + α b β r ). The above equation was used to fit the data collected at low and high temperatures.
For the low-temperature case, the measurements were taken with an annealed sample at 4.5 K, illuminated by the 390 nm LED at an irradiance of ∼0.5 mW/cm 2 . In order to obtain a good estimate for the light-induced backflow rate from the blue to the violet site, β v , the freshly deposited sample was annealed only until the populations of the two sites became nearly equal, n v (0) ≈ n b (0). Figure 8 shows the least-squares fits to the amplitudes of the violet, blue, and red emission peaks using Eq. (3), as well as the resulting α b , α r , β v , and β r values. The relatively large error on α r is due to the low signal-to-noise ratio of the 600 nm peak amplitude. The largest rate α b indicates that the transformation of the violet site into the blue one is energetically favorable, though the reverse transformation occurs at the smaller but still comparable rate β v . Meanwhile, the α r rate of the transformation from the violet to the red site is at least one order of magnitude smaller, indicating that FIG. 8. Least-squares fits of the amplitudes of the emission peaks at 544 nm (middle, black), 568 nm (upper, blue), and 600 nm (lower, red) during exposure to 0.5 mW/cm 2 irradiance at 4.5 K. For clarity, error bars are omitted. this process is much less energetically favorable. Attempts to determine the conversion rate of the blue to red site from the least-squares fits gave a value of zero for β r , suggesting that this site transformation is the least energetically favorable. Figure 9 shows the least-squares fits using Eq. (3) to the sections of the traces in Figure 4 after 21 K is reached (∼85 s). Measurements were taken with an initially unannealed sample illuminated by the 390 nm LED at an irradiance of ∼0.2 mW/cm 2 . The high-temperature values of α b , α r , β v , and β r are given in Figure 9 . They generally have larger error bars than the rates measured in the low-temperature regime due to a smaller signal-to-noise ratio at low radiation power. Nonetheless, we observe that the values for β v and α b are also significantly higher, in accord with the expected greater mobility of the system at high temperature.
The fit converged to give a value of zero for α r , suggesting that the rate of transformations of violet sites into red sites is negligible, or at least below the sensitivity of our experiment under these conditions. It should be noted that the lower signalto-noise ratio at high temperature and the complex interplay of heat and light effects limit the effectiveness of our model in this regime. Nevertheless, the relative order of the rates remains unaltered as the temperature increases: transformation between the blue and violet sites occurs at least an order of magnitude faster than those involving the red site.
C. Site stability
The variation of the absorption bands upon annealing and the site transformation kinetics deduced from the emission spectra provide strong evidence that the red site lies significantly higher in energy than the blue and violet ones. Classical simulations support this conclusion adding further evidence to the identification of the red site with the  structure.
Under equilibrium, the relation α b > β v should indicate that the violet site is less stable than the blue one. However, the kinetics deduced from the emission band intensities under irradiation may not be considered as being from an equilibrium state. It features complex relaxation processes occurring in the excited states, which may lead to fast restructuring of the matrix. Indeed, the differences in the excitation and emission frequencies indicate that the amount of energy to be redistributed in non-radiative processes is about 10 000 cm −1 . A large fraction may go into the kinetic energy of the Yb atom. The pairwise Yb · Ar potentials change dramatically upon Yb 1 S → 1 P excitation (cf. Fig. 5 ) and the ground-state minima may well correspond to the strongly repulsive regions of the excited-state potential energy surface. Furthermore, before emitting from the 3 P state, Yb atom undergoes a series of curve-crossing transitions (see discussion in Ref. 13 ), which may require quite large excursions for less than 5 ns, the radiative lifetime of the 1 P state. 40 Without detailed knowledge of this complicated dynamics, two limiting cases can be hypothesized. The first one assumes that energy relaxation occurs faster than matrix restructuring, i.e., the excited Yb atom maintains its environment unaltered over at least a few ms (as set by the 3 P 1 radiative lifetime 16 ). In this case, observed slow site transformations take place predominantly in the ground state, so that the equilibrium arguments towards higher stability of the blue site are valid. Classical simulations then predict that the violet site lies 400 cm −1 above it. In the opposite case, the Yb atom acquires enough kinetic energy to sample a large portion of the excited-state potential energy surface. This suggests the formation of highly delocalized states that sample different initial configurations, so that the emission intensities reflect the excited-state site population transfer rather than the initial ground-state site population distribution. In the extreme in which a single fully delocalized state is formed regardless of the initial conditions, one can estimate the relative energies of the ground-state sites simply as the differences in emission frequencies (Table II) : the violet site is the lowest, while the blue and red ones lie 800 cm −1 and 1700 cm −1 above it, respectively. The present data do not offer a clear choice between these two pictures. Classical simulations and observation of the single blue site in the previous study using laser ablation 10 point toward the former case. Meanwhile, the data from our absorption spectra may fit both pictures depending on whether one considers the annealed or unannealed sample (see Fig. 2 ). Though the arguments supporting the first case seem stronger to us, we stick to a conservative conclusion and simply state that the blue  and the violet  sites are close in energy.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The photophysical properties of Yb atoms isolated in Ar films were studied by absorption and emission spectroscopy and interpreted with the help of classical simulations. This study led us to a number of conclusions that pointed to similarities and differences with the previously studied Yb/Ne system. 13 For instance, in the Yb/Ar system, emission induced by the 6s 2 1 S 0 → 6s6p 1 P 1 excitation revealed efficient intersystem crossing that completely quenches the singlet state emission and gives rise to the features associated with the 6s6p 3 P 1 → 6s 2 1 S 0 transition. However, the absence of emissions from This article is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to IP:
202.141.176.10 On: Sun, 08 Nov 2015 04:51:37 3 P 0 , 3 P 2 , and 3 D J states, that were observed in solid Ne, indicates that non-radiative intersystem transitions are stronger in the Ar matrix.
Furthermore, in contrast to the Yb/Ne case 13 and the previous study of Yb/Ar samples prepared by ablation, 10 our absorption and emission spectra bear clearly resolved structures assignable to three distinct trapping sites, red, blue, and violet, with both the absorption and emission frequencies increasing in the same order. All three sites appear to be stable and reversibly convert to each other by heating or irradiating the sample. An analysis of Yb atom migration in Ar in terms of the site population kinetics deduced from emission spectra indicates strong interrelation of the light-and heat-induced processes. It showed that the blue and violet sites are close in energy, whereas the energy of the red site is significantly higher than that of the other two.
Classical simulations based on the ab initio Yb · Ar interaction potentials find three stable structures that correspond to , , and  sites of the ideal Ar fcc lattice. Accounted for in the simulation is the field due to long-range crystal order, which produces highly symmetric site structures. These structures exhibit significant swelling of the nearest Ar shell and slight contraction of the next shell upon accommodation of Yb. The simulations confirm the higher energy of the  structure and predict that the  structure lies only slightly above the  one in energy. Estimated vertical 6s 2 1 S 0 → 6s6p 1 P 1 transition frequencies allow us to assign , , and  structures to the blue, violet, and red sites, respectively.
To the best of our knowledge, this work represents the first case for which the relative stability of the distinct stable trapping sites has at least been qualitatively assessed by spectroscopic measurements. An important further experiment that can be performed to confirm the picture of the site stability presented here is excitation spectroscopy. It would provide a direct correlation between the features observed in the absorption spectra and those observed in the emission spectra. A longer term prospect for this work would be the investigation of Yb occupation in the heavier RGs. Since the lattice parameter a of their crystals is larger, significant differences are expected for multiple site occupation. This should provide a deeper understanding of the process of site transformations of matrix isolated metal atoms. Finally, further improvements of the present classical model should make more direct comparison between experiment and simulations possible.
